The Heller School
FOR SOCIAL POLICY AND MANAGEMENT

Academy- Masters
(Heller Only)

Heller Dean
(David Weil)

Coex

Program Director
(Alain Lempereur)

Associate Director
(Sandra Jones)

Program Manager
(Marc Kiredjian)

MBA

Program Director
(Carole Carlson)

Assistant Director
(Michael Appell)

Program Manager
(Noma DeMatto)

Department Coordinator
(Rosella Carrelli)

MPP

Program Director
(Michael Doonan)

Associate Director
(Janet Boguslaw)

Program Manager
(Noma DeMatto)

Department Coordinator
(Rosella Carrelli)

MS

Program Director
(Diana Bowser)

Assistant Director
(Monica Jordan)

Program Manager
(Anri Tanabe)

Program Administrator
(Rajesh Sampath)

Program Administrator
(Anri Tanabe)

SID

Program Director
(Joan Dassin)

Assistant Director
(Rajesh Sampath)

Program Administrator
(Anri Tanabe)

Academic Advisor
(Mary Poor)

COEX Core Faculty*
- Mari Fitzduff
- Theodore Johnson

MBA Core Faculty*
- Brenda Anderson
- Lawrence Ballis
- Jon Chilingarian
- Susan Curnan
- Joel Cutcher-Gershenfeld
- Stephen Fournier
- Jody Hoffer Gittell
- Jeffrey Prottas

MPP Core Faculty*
- Christine Bishop
- Mary Brolin
- Susan Curnan
- Stephen Fournier
- Jeffrey Prottas
- Marij Warfield

MS Core Faculty*
- Stephen Fournier
- A.K. Nandakumar
- Donald Shepard
- Wu Zeng

SID Core Faculty*
- Joseph Assan
- Joshua Ellsworth
- Cristina Espinos
- Ricardo Godoy
- Marion Howard
- Eric Olson
- Larry Simon

*Core Faculty do not include external faculty, such as adjuncts, those who teach but are on a research track, such as scientists with lecturer titles, staff who teach, or those who direct or associate direct the program.

Orange arrow indicates that this is not an official reporting line.
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Heller Dean
(David Weil)

EMBA

Exec. Ed

Program Director
(Jon Chilingerian)

Program Director
(Amy DiMattia)

Associate Director
(Calla Mattax)

Department Coordinator
(Rosella Carrelli)

Sr Department Coordinator
(Deborah DeWolfe)

Program Manager
(Cheryl Sweeney)

Tufts MBS-MBA and MD-MBA

Program Director
(Jon Chilingerian)

Program Coordinator
(Linda Purrini)

HUG

Executive Director (Jon Chilingerian)

Program Administrator
(Linda Purrini)

Program Director
(Darren Zinner)

Internship Instructor
(Mayada Saadoun)

HUG Core Faculty*
- Dolores Acevedo-Garcia
- Stuart Altman
- Christine Bishop
- Jon Chilingerian
- Stephen Fournier
- Deborah Garnick
- Jody Hoffer Gittell
- Dominic Hodgkin
- Constance Horgan
- Nina Kammerer
- Monika Mitra
- Grant Ritter
- Len Saxe
- Laurence Simon
- Thomas Shapiro
- Deborah Stone

PhD Core Faculty*
- Dolores Acevedo-Garcia
- Stuart Altman
- Christine Bishop
- Jon Chilingerian
- Stephen Fournier
- Deborah Garnick
- Jody Hoffer Gittell
- Dominic Hodgkin
- Constance Horgan
- Nina Kammerer
- Monika Mitra
- Grant Ritter
- Len Saxe
- Laurence Simon
- Thomas Shapiro
- Deborah Stone


*Core Faculty do not include external faculty, such as adjuncts, those who teach but are on a research track, such as scientists with lecturer titles, staff who teach, or those who direct or associate direct the program.

Orange arrow Indicates that this is not an official reporting line.
Heller Faculty Associated with this Center

- Lawrence Bailis
The Heller School
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Center for Global Development and Sustainability

Heller Dean
(David Weil)

Director,
Center for Global Development and Sustainability
(Laurence Simon)

Heller Faculty Associated with this Center

- Joseph Assan
- Joan Dassin
- Joshua Ellsworth
- Cristina Espinosa
- Mari Fitzduff
- Stephen Fournier
- Ricardo Godoy
- Marion Howard
- Alain Lempereur
- Eric Olson
- Rajesh Sampath
- Donald Shepard
Heller Faculty Associated with this Institute

- Anita Hill
- Jeffrey Prottas
See next few pages for further breakouts of the institutes.
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Schneider Institute for Behavioral Health

Heller Dean (David Weil)

Chairman, Schneider Institutes for Health Policy (Stuart Altman)

Deputy Director (Sharon Reif)

Director, Institute for Behavioral Health (Constance Horgan)

Heller Faculty Associated with this Institute

- Deborah Garnick
- Constance Horgan
- Dominic Hodgkin
- Grant Ritter

Orange arrow indicates that this is not an official reporting line.
Heller Faculty Associated with this Institute

- Diana Bowser
Heller Dean (David Weil)

Chairman (Stuart Altman)

Executive Director, Health Industry Forum (Robert Mechanic)

Executive Director, Mass Health Policy Forum (Michael Doonan)

Conference Planner (Ashley Osario)

Executive Director, Relational Coordination Research Collaborative (Jody Hoffer Gittell)

Communications Coordinator (Tanya Allain)

Sr Research Associate II (Lauren Hajjar)

Executive Director, Council on Healthcare Economics and Policy (Michael Doonan)

Conference Planner (Ashley Osario)

Orange arrow Indicates that this is not an official reporting line.

Associated Heller Faculty

- Darren Zinner